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Hydrocarbon flames have long been known to contain naturally a small quantity of charged species that allow them to act as weak plasmas. Electric fields can influence these flames, including
changing their shape, their sooting behavior and their ignition limits. This talk describes an understanding and interpretation of these influences based on more than a decade of collaborative
research with Professor Felix Weinberg, one of the most influential of combustion scientists in
the field. Among other aspects, the presentation covers the basics of ion-driven winds in flames,
our early efforts to electrically counteract buoyancy, the consideration of flames as components
in electric circuits, the time response of zero-gravity flames in electric fields, and electric field
control of heat flux and carbon monoxide emission from flames impinging on quenching plates.
It also describes our zero-gravity flight experiment scheduled for operation in the Combustion
Integrated Rack on the International Space Station in 2016.
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